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ASC-

vvanted dead or alive?
by Jackie Humphries

An election next Thursday
decides the fate of the Associated
Student Body Government at
Central. Two constitutional proposals will be appearing on the
ballot; one calls for the formation
of a Board of Control while the
second is for an Executive Council
form of government.
Disagreements over proposals
and personality conflicts between
the ASC officers have caused some
codusion among Central students
who will be casting votes on the
issue. Last week those responsible
for the two constitutions explained
the pros and cons of each proposal.
The Board of Control constitution, also known as the Haas-Gillespie proposal, is a five-member
board that is basically patterned
after a city council. "People are the
checks and balances in the system," said ASC President Pat
Reiley, "and we are proposing a
body that is small enough to get
,something done yet large enough
to represent different aspects of
campus lif~."
John Presson, ASC vice president, who drafted .the Executive
Council proposal claims his idea
would be more representative of
the.entire campus. He feels, "The
Board of Control is too small a
group to have complete representtation. There is no guarantee a
person elected to it would really be
concerned with the varied areas it
must deal."
Presson has patterned his constitution after one used at Yakima

Valley Community College, although he -has also included
·aspects of the University of
Washington's constitution as well
as the one now used at Central.
The organization he proposes
would be in three branches: the
Executive Council, the Intra-Club
Council (ICC) and the Judicial
Board. His major emphasis is on
the ICC which would be made up
of a member from each club on
campus and · would serve to
coordinate and initiate club and
social activities on campus.
Reiley explained the Board of
Control is designed in such a way
as to have a similar ICC-type
group as a task force or advisory
committee. At the present time it
would take representation from
the some 35 groups on campus to
meet the current Washington
Administrative Code requirements according to Reiley. He is
doubtful of the success of a group
. that size in being able to accomplish anything, as each member
would have his own interest group
as his major concern.
"When we first polled clubs on
the type of role they wanted in the
Executive Council we found the
consensus to be that of no direct
connection. They want to be able
to turn to the student government
with a financial need or problem
but they don't want to be directly
tied to us," he explained.
While Presson claims the Haas,
Gillespie constitution appears to
be incomplete and offers many
loopholes, he cites one specific
example being no mention· of the
Resident Housing Council (RHC).

auditorium. Compared to past years, few attended.

He sees the RHC as a part of the
Student Government. "It can't be
a separate entity," he claims.
Reiley on the other hand says,
"You can't put stipulations on
other constitutions. The RHC is a
separate entity." He• also claims
the RHC has given its support to
the Board of Control proposal.
Dr. Robert Miller, Dean of
Student Development Service, has
made notations on both. The HassGillespie constitution has revised
their proposal to comply with
existing WAC. RCW's, but th e
Presson constitution needs some
modification before it goes before
the President's Council and the
Board of Trustees.
At this time Miller would advise
against their endorsement ol the
Presson proposal.
Don Wise, Associate Dean of
Activities, feels the Presson constitution is "obviously not complete and it doesn't apply to
Central," as it is now written. In a
sense he feels the two documents
are basically the same in substance
as both call for size limitations of
the group and the employment of a
professional staffer. He further
comments that even if the Presson
constitution should be chosen, it
would take at least another
quarter's work before it could go
before the Board of Trustees, and
he emphasizes the change is
necessary now.
While disagreements between
the two sides have included
whether or not Presson was
allowed access to machines and
supplies to run copies of his
proposal and whether or not
meeting dates have been purposely aimed so as not to include
Presson, the two opposing forces
agree on one point: the ASC as we
know it is dead. If the student
body does not make themselves
heard at the polling places nexl
week there will be no school
government at Central next year.
"The Joint Student Fees Corn
mittee has so much as told us that
without a new government we will
not be funded next year. This will
eliminate all possibilities of entertainment on the campus and break
the communication link we arc
between the student body and th e
administration," summarized
Reiley.
College president Jam es Brook s
says, "As far as I can determine,
student government is dead at
Central; all it lacks is a decent
,burial. We need a new start, a
more streamlined system."
Those persons wanting to see
either constitution or talk to those
persons involved in the drafting
should call the ASC or stop by the
office located in the SUB.
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The Presson proposal

The Reiley proposal
Editol''s Note: The following articles were
submitted by Pat Reiley and John Presson
in an attempt to give readers an outline of
their respective proposals. The two constitutions will be voted on Thursday,
February 20. Those persons wanting
further information should contact either
Presson or Reily.

Another draft was composed reflecting
. their input and taken to various student
organizations which in turn added ideas to
the · proposal. In all, about 600 -students,
administrators and people far more expert
than we in the fields of organized
development and constitutional law were
constulted and the result is, the HaasGillespie proposal, as it has come to be
known.
·

The composition of the proposal, in a nut
shell, results in the duties and responsibiliby R. Patrick Reiley
ties of the ASC being put into a Board of
Contr~l. which is similar to the Board of
Trustees. and _a ci~ council, whose major
The purpose of this article is to explain input is received from the people during
the development of the constitution that my meetings. The Board of Control then
staff, Steve Haas and Bill Gillespie. have initiates policy that it has arrived at in the
public meetings. The policy is carried out by
~he.st?dent hired Executive Manager, who
is similar to a city manager. He also carries
out many of the mundane duties of the ·
office. The Board of Control has the ability
to create Agencies and Task Forces. The
' agencies work on long-range student affairs
and problems; the task forces are to
respond, quickly, to problems and concerns
on a dialy basis. The policy-making of the
board will allow it to establish long needed
entertainment and student affairs pollcies·.The composition of duties and the reallocation of funds allows .for more student
, funds to be directed to student needs and
not to salaries. A community or board
system is the most responsive and
. progressive form of governinent there is,

~nd

it allows ~or the. maximum use of people
mput, especially m the field of policy
making. The manager ·concept allows the
ASC to add to its structure continuity and
professionalism, both of which ·are desparately needed. In conclusion, the change
is from a government of. a few, with no

Pat Reiley

drafted over the period of six months. This
constitution will be put to a student vote on
the 20th of February.
In early August, I directed my staff to
start work on a draft for a new constitution
that would be flexible with the ability to built-in communication from the students
meet the needs of the students of Central to a system of built-in student input o~
both now and in the future. After about two ~lmost every policy. The ·change also
months of research in student needs and includes a system that is capable of
governmental structures, the first draft responding to the present needs of the
was written. At this point various students students, as well as developing plans for the
and members of the college community long-range goals and objectives of students.
were approached for their ideas and input.
-

At press time the Central Elections
Committee had not- decided whether
Presson's constitution would be appearing
on next week's ballot. It appears that
without further revision Presson's constitution will not make it past the President's
Council [meeting today 1and would not be
submitted to the Board of Trustees for their
approval even if the student body approved
it.

The Executive Council shall hire with
approval of the college Board of Trustees
and Assistant Director of Student Activities who shall advise the Executive Council
and ICC. He or she shall be responsible for
symposiums and aid the Entertainment
Agency and ICC on setting up entertain.ment for CWSC. This person shall be
located in the ASC office and shall work to
implement policy decision the Executive
Council makes.

by John C. Presson
The purpose of this Association (ASC)
shall be to promote and coordinate social
and academic programs at Central and to
provide opportunities for student involvement in the College government.
To carry out this purpose the organization is divided among its' three branches:
the Executive Council; the Intra-Club
Council; and the Judicial Board.
The Executive Council shall include the
following eight members, each having one
vote: ASC President, also Chairperson;
ASC Vice-President; Residence Hall Council (RHC) Chairperson; RHC ViceChairperson, one Student Faculty Senator,
two Intra-Club Council Representatives;
and one Off Campus Representative.
The members will be elected different
quarters for one year terms. This will
enable the Executive Council to always
have some members with past experience.
The Executive Council shall make policy
decisions, approve the budget, and make all
student appointments to committees, task
forces, and agencies. No Executive Council
member shall be a member of the Judicial
Board.
The Judicial Board shall consist of six
members elected for one year. Three are
elected fall quarter and three winter
quarter.
The Intra-Club Council (ICC) shall consist
of one representative from each club on
campus. A club shall be recogni~ed when its
constitution is approved by the ICC. The
ASC Vice-President shall preside at ICC
meetings. lCC shall elect its secretary,
treasurer, and ICC representatives fall
quarter.
The purpose of ICC is to provide clubs
with an organization that will work to
promote clubs and their needs at CWSC
through club fairs, calendars of events, and
monetary support.

John Presson
Three students shall be elected fall
q_u arter to serve on the Faculty Senate for
one year. One of the three Senators shall
serve on the Executive Board and shall
represent that body at Faculty Senate
meetings.
The Executive Council shall set up a
Budget Agency to handle the ASC financial
affairs, an Election Agency to handle all
elections, and an Entertainment Agency to
set up entertainment for CWSC.
At no time shall salaries exceed forty per,
cent of the amount budgeted to the ASC by
Joint Student Fees. This constitution may
be amended or an issue put before the
students by a petitions containing signatures of ten per cent of the students of

cwsc.

.
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Gu·n controversy
at Central

VIEWPOINT

Our school is in the midst of a controversial situation
involving the Campus Police and their right to be
carrying guns while on duty.

Student government:
student responsibility

It seems that some students in the Political Science
Department are at odds with the Campus Police for
having armed weapons while on patrol duty. The
general argument is that there is no need for our law
enforcers to be armed, since there is seldom a major
-incident on the Central campus.

You all know that you will be asked to select a new manager is answerable only to the board of control.
:form Of student government next Thursday, right? Since the board of control is a smaller body than a
'wrong! A few st'1dents are vaguely aware of the pro- student legislature, it would be perhaps less
posed change; and fewer still know the reasons for the . representative of the student body as a whole. That is
offset, however, by a continuum in the professional
proposed change.
'
li1ght now the ASC is an endangered species. The staff, a simpler structure and lower o_perating costs.
The Presson proposal, as it is- now written, is an
Associated Student Legislature no longer exists. If
you don't · choose a ne:w constitution next week, the even more confusing and unwielding rehash of the
entire ASC will follow in the ASL's- footsteps. The present ASC with a professional staffer thrown in to
present ASC constitution has two basic flaws. First, it collect a salary. Even more important on paper, it
- doesn't co~pens~t'e for the _present trend to~ard a violates several sections of Washington Administrative Codes and Revised Code of Washington. It just
·lack o( Student involvement in campus activities. won't work!
Second, .·. it relies too heavily on the information flow
betwe~n nucrents afid the studerit government. The
ASC constitution needs more than cosmetic surgery to
Nothing in the Ten Commandments says there has
:hrbig. it -int.O --focus today·.- Radical changes are to be a student governinent at Central. But there is a
desperately- needed to maintain a viable . student ·very real need for student input into the adminstragovernment. Moses did not bring the present ASC tion. That's what ASC is all about.
constitution down from the mountain. It was written
..'o~~rnfght during another .eris.is ~Y; what was the!l the The ijaas-Gillespie constitution is a progressive
;,Student Government Association (SGA) President document that has the potential of establishing an
'Tim Wing and his secretary. At that time the SGA efficient interface between the student and the
·administered the entire Joint Student Fees budget. administration. The Presson constitution, even
Varsity athletics, drama, entertainment -a nd all other without the legal problems, says to a drowning man,
student activities were funded through the student "Will you please hold this anvil?"
government. A Joint Student. Fe.es ~ommittee now
;'provides that function.! and the ASC, like all other
In the parlance of a famous football coach, when a
student activities, must go to them, hat in hand, each quarterback throws a foreward pass only three things
year for the ASC budget. In the last three years the can happen and two of them are bad. You have the
ASC budget has been trimmed 10 1/z, 15 1/z, and 62 1/z sam:e choice next Thursday. For your sake, don't blow
:per cent respectively. Does anyone see a trend there?- it.
.If the present form of student government remains, .
the ASC might be funded just enough next year to buy
ia padlock for the office door!
The Haas-Gillespie proposition provides for a
.student board of control to act as a policy making body
for a professional manager and an ASC staff. This

iAppUcations are now· being taken
for Crier Business Manager.

The jOb begins in March
and runs through next
January, including
· summer quarter.
Send resume and letters of
application to Janet Dug~n
in ._the Mass Media Office.

Deadline is ·February 18.

These students forget that if a Campus Police officer
had no gun, he would be no match for a person on
campus with a rifle or sawed-off shotgun. Currently at
Central there is a large number of hunting rifles
stored in ,some of the dorm areas on campus. If an
outsider were to get access to these weapons, Central
could be im very serious trouble. And one member of
the student body said he could open the locker in one
of the dorms where the guns are held with his student
body card. This situation could very easily happen on
the campus, just like the untimely disappearance of
Susan Elaine Rancourt last. year. It is not as crazy as
you think!
No police officer could stop an armed person without
some type of weapon to defend himself or the lives of
others. It would be very sad indeed if the only weapon ,
the Campus Police could use to stop such a person
would be their own two fists or their persuasive vocal
abilities.
The opinion of the Campus Police is that they must
be armed at all times to protect the students and
personnel on the Central campus. The department has
made it clear that they will not use their guns unless ·
human life is in immediate and grave danger.
The solution to this problem is very simple. Either
all the rifles owned by students on campus must go or
they must be specifically registered with the Campus
·Police. Because this situation is very unlikely, we must
allow the Campus Police to have guns on _campus for
the protection of everyone.

Robert Fisher
Reese Colbo
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. Ten~a'ri't'S· u· nron

o·n campus

provides two vital functions
"The Tenant's Union does two
"Main tenant complaint s ar e ·are," Maloney said. Also availabie
main things; it provides listing of about landlords who refuse to in the ASC office is a booklet
available housing and it provides make repairs or return damage · listing the provisions of the
information to tenants and land- deposits and evictions," Maloney Landlord Tenant P_ct of 1973.
lords:· said Jim Maloney, spokesKnowledge of these provisions will
said.
man for the Kittitas Valley Ten- ,
"Legally, I've got no standing," ~nable landlords and tenants to
Maloney said. "All I can do is hel_p know if their case warrants. being
ant's Union.
"Though funded by the ASC and
people understand what their taken to the Small Claim's Court.
located in its SUB offices, the
rights and responsibilities under "A number of people do use the
Tenant's Union serves towns- the law are and suggest possible court, but not enough of the people
remedies." To avoid problems with
people as well as students. "We
who can justifiably complain,"
try and serve the whole com- landlords, Maloney suggests that
Maloney said.
munity," Maloney said. "Landlords tenants "Make an inventory of the
Students who live in campus
complain about renters who tear
premises and get it in writing."
housing are excluded from the
Maloney said this would prevent
up the place, nonpayment of rent,
services of the Tenant's Unio-n.
and pets." The Tenant's Union landlords from charging tenants
serves landlord as well as tenfor damage done by previous "We. can't deal with campus
housing. The college can do a lot-of
· tenants. Inv~ntory forms are
ants.
things other landlords can't."
available in the ASC office.
Maloney, a student, was ap"One problem is that students
pointed to the paid position by the
don't know what their r ights and
responsibilities under the law pr esident of the ASC.

1

Mexico attracts
·geology students

"From a geological viewpoint
Mexico is a constantly surprising
land," states Dr. Martin Mumma,
chairman of the Department of
Geology at Eastern Washington
State College. Dr. Mumma
teaches Survey of Geological
Sciences and Historical Geology
during this winter quarter at
Central's Instructional Center in
Quadalajara.
A total of 36 students are
enrolled in his courses, including
15 from Central W ashingto~ State
College. They will participate in
field trips during the quarter and
have already visited the Barranca,
a spectacular canyon just outside
Guadalajara. The next trip will be
a camping expedition to the
Colima Volcano, which js still
active and erupts quite frequently.
Plans are to sleep at a site on the
side of the volcano itself in
hammocks and sleeping ~ags. The
principal field trip for geology '
students will be a three-day
study-tour to Puerto Vallarta,
examining significant rock formations along the way.
"Mexico is especially attractive
for geologist and geology students
because there is still so much to
learn. Whereas in the United
States most areas have been
thoroughly studied and classified,
there is still the possibility of
making exciting discoveries in
Mexico, where huge areas have
never been studied," Dr. Mumma
informs us.
"In the past geologists have
been interested in Mexico for
purely economic reasons, locating
gold, silver,· copper, and above all
petroleum. The recent discovery
of extensive sources of petroleum
in the state of Tabasco will
improve government finances and
could change Mexico's posit ion in
international trade," he adds.
For the beginning student of
geology, probably the best aspect
of studying in Mexico is tha_t in this
country the different strata and
formations are well exposed and
can be seen easily. Also of interest
are the many volcanos, some of
which have sprung up overnight
out of flat fields, such as Paricutin,
which burst into existence in 1943.
The Copper Canyon, in the state of
Chihuahua, compares with the
Grand Canyon in the US.S. both in
size and beauty.

New literary magazine .
contains student~ works
In scape .Review, a collection of
Central student essays, poetry,
and fiction will soon be available to
students at no charge.
"We're mainly financing it ourselves." said English grad. student
Bill Whiting. Whiting, Ed Kay,
and Steve Baldwin are publishing
the magazine. "I think you could

call us concerned students." Whiting said. "There's a need for this
kind of publication." Whiting described ]nscape Review / as a
"Humanities oriented literary
magazine:'
He said. that the name lnscape
Review came from two previous
campus literary magazines, Inscape and Student Review, officially recogniz~d as a student publicatio.n. "You can't go very far
without a budget." Whiting said.
The first issue · of Inscape
Review will include work by

Ethnic Studies Deptment lecturer,
Phil Briscoe and Thomas Langham
a student, a statement on the
humanities by Dean of Arts and
Humanities, John Housley, and
other student and faculty work. ·
The - old Inscape contained art
work but Whiting said; "We
couldn't afford it this time."
Whiting said that he would like
Inscape Review to be published
each quarter. · The first issue,
Whiting said, cost about thirty
dollars to print. He hopes to have
a bigger budget in the future to
improve the magazines' format.
Whiting cited help in bringing
out the issue from the English
Department, the Writing Resource Center, Campus Mmistry
and~other groups.
Whiting said Inscape Review
should be available in a few weeks.
Probable places for distribution
are the SUB and the L&L building.
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Central gets additional funding
to help students YJith rising costs
Local~ state, and federal funds
are available to help Central
students meet the costs of education, according to John Liboky,
director of Financial Counseling
·and Financial Aids.
At the local level, Central offers
students two kinds of aid. Academic scholarships 1 are available and
·are based mainly on grades.
:Liboky says that financial need is
·also a factor in making the awards,
· so a financial statement from the
student or his parents is required. .
Financial aid from the State of
Washington includes tuition and
fee waivers. Through this program, the college is ·able to waive
three per cent of the total number
of dollars being paid by students
for tuition and fees. During
1974-75, lSO students . received
these waivers, Liboky says.
The State of W.a shington also

' I

families. The grant cannot be for
more than one-half of the student's
total financial need .for the year'
and it must be matched equally
by some other kind of financial aid.
"In other words," Liboky says, "if
the student's total financial need
for the year was $1,600, $800 could
come from SEOG and $800 could
come from some other source of
financial aid." The SEOG does not
have to be repaid--it is a grant, not
a loan.
The National Direct Student
Loan is probably the best known of_
county offices, too." Under this the types of aid available, Liboky
program, the state pays 65 per says. "Since 1958, we're loaned out
cent of the student's salary and the more than $4 million," he says. The
employing agency pays the re- college applies to the federal
maining 35 per cent.
government for the funds. When
The feoeral government of[ers a the funds are granted, _the college
supplemental Educational Oppor- ·matches them by one-ninth and
tunity Grant :SEOG). This grant is money from repayments is deposg~ven to st~dent~_.!.rom low income . ited in the loan fund. Liboky
explains that while· the student is
in school, he pays no interest on
his loan and none accrues. When
he has been out of school for nine
months, the interest begins accruing at three per cent. Students
can borrow up to $500 each
quarter under this program.
Employment on campus for
full-time students is available and
such employment is not based on
financial need, Liboky says. The
financial aids office acts as a
reference point for student jobs
that are open on campus. "Jobs are
called into our office and we post
them on the bulletin board,"
Liboky says. "It's kind of a
has a state grant program. Last
year, Liboky says, grants went to
those students whose parents'
income was below $6,000. Over 400
students received the grants last
year.
Liboky explains that the state
also gives the college funds for the
State Work Study Program. These
funds are used to help pay
students working off campus. "We
have students working for the
Ellensburg public schools and the
City of Ellensburg," he says. "We
hope to have them work for the

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
WEEKEND
AND GET ON
TO A-GOOD THING.
.

Ellensburg
Floral Shop

Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money, too, over the increased air
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays.
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

GREYHOUND SERVICE
ONE- ROUND- YOU CAN
TRIP
LEAVE
WAY
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ARRIVE

Seattle

$5.60

$10.65.

Yakima

$2.20

$4.20

·2:30 p.m.
3:55 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

Spokane

$8.60

Sl6.35

3:10 p.m.

5:05 p.m.
R:25 .P·m·
2:25 p.m.
4:50 p.m.
·1:35 p.m-:

TO

3:~5

p.m.

Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips.

first-come-first-served enterprise." Approximately 700 students work on campus under this
program, he says.
The F~deral College Work
Study Program helps pay the.
salaries of students working on
campus. The federal government
pays 80 per cent of th~ student's
salary (,lnd the employing department pays the remaining 20 per
cent. Students may work full-time
in the summer and part-time
during the . school year. Liboky
says last summer some students
involved in this program worked
in the community and he hopes to
continue that practice.
In order to apply for summer
employment, a student must complete the financial aid application
form and the Parents' Confidential
Statement. The latter form is
necessary because eligibility for
these jobs is based on financial
need. About May l, the office of
financial aids finds out what jobs
will be available and compiles a list
of them. The student looks at the
list and decides · where he would
like to work.
Liboky explains that in order to
apply for rnost types of financial _
aid, a student must complete two
forms.
The CWSC Financial Aid Application . must be completed by
March 1. It is available in the office
of financial aids and should be
returned there upon completion.
The Parents' Confidential Statement must be completed and is

"Flowers For
All ' Occasions"

. .,..!

Buzz & Aud-rey Wyant
8tb & Okanagon

925-1 177

GO GREYHOUND
... and leave the driving to us
307 N. Pearl ·"Ph. 925-4149

used to determine the degr-ee to
which the student's parents can
help him financially. This form
needs to be completed only if the
student was financially dependent
upon his parents during the
previOus tax year. This form is
available in the office of financial
aids and it must be sept to
Berkeley, Calif., by March 1.
Liboky says it takes approximately four weeks for the Parents'
Confidential Statement to be processed in Berkeley. When it is
returned to Central and when the
CWSC Financial Aids Application
is completed, the office of financial
aids evaluates the applications and
nominates the student for each
kind of aid he is eligible for.
Liboky says there are two kinds
of financial aid that are not
covered by the college's financial
aid application.
The Federally Insured Bank
Loan is based on need; that is, the
student's or his parents' adjusted
income for the previous tax year
must be below $15,000. 'rhe loan is
interest-free while the student is
in school. When the student has
been out of school for nine months,
the loan begins accruing interest
at seven per cent. The loan is made
by · banks and is insured by the
federal government. Liboky says
most banks have their own restrictions on making the loans. Some,
he says, may not loan to freshmen
or sophomores; others may loan
only to students who are customers of the bank; and most
prefer that the student takes at
least 12 credit hours each quarter.
The Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG) is for students who had no college credits
before April l, 1973. A BEOG
application form must be filled out
in addition to the financial aid
application. The forms will be
available in the office of financial
aid March 15. They must: be sent
directly to Washington, D.C., by
May 15. The BE-OG need not be
repaid--it is not a loan, it is a grant.
Even though the deadline for
applying for financial aid is March
1, awards are made until the
money runs out, Liboky says. "In
fact," he says, "we are still making
awards for this school year."
For additional information concerning financial aid, contact the
_ office of financial aids, Barge 209,
or call 963-1611.
Janet Dugan
Everyday Low Price
Pasteurized an(l Homogenized
· Non-returnabl~ ~ontainers
MAID O' CLOVER
DAIRY STORE
7th & Main Open 9-7 Sun 12-6
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·Day·tare center
creates problems .

By Mary· L. Rennie
·
·
Rent is difficult enough to pay $400 rent were dropped we could · through their rent and secondly ·
these days without having to do it continue giving a low income rate through t~e rate the day care
center must charge students in
twice. And several Brooklane to student parents."
One such parent affected by this order to meet the $400 rent each .
Village residents feel they are
situation is Chris Beauchamp. He month.
paying this double price.
Lewis, Beauchamp and others
The rent problem stems from a feels this situation is unfair to the
dispute that centers around the students on campus who. have have tried many ways to save the
multipurpose building at Brook- children. Beauchamp's decision to day care from bankruptcy. Beau- ·
lar. ~ Village. Residents currently attend Central resulted partially champ talked to ASC officials who
pay for the use of the building in around he and his wife, Susan's, approve of day care and want .to
their rent payment. Some Brook- need for a day care facility for help, but by state law are unable
to allocate funds.
lane residents have to pay again their four-year-old daughter~ Lisa.
Director of Auxiliary Services,
for the use of the building if they . In a brochure published by the
have children enrolled in the day Housing Services on family living Wendell Hill, has met with Beaucare center. The day care center is at Central, Beauchamp pointed out champ about the possibility of
located in the multipurpose build- that under the heading of Brook- lowering tl~e ren:t on the building.
lane Village, the college in writing Hill decided this week that the -ing.
,
The day care center in operation offers the prospective student $400 rent will continue as it is now.
at Brooklane is the Ellensburg with a family, a multipurpose In making this decision, Hill stated
Day Care Center. Although run by building which serves as a meeting that the "rent was established at ·
town residents, 50 per cent of the place and indoor recreational area. the time the lease was signed with
·children attending the center are The brochure specifically states the Ellensburg Day Care Center."
children of students at Central. that "a day care center for children Hill feels the rent is faif. Hill's
. decision possibly brmgs to aneno Also over 50 per cent of the board is also available at Brooklane."
Beauchamp and other residents the dispute between Brooklane
of directors of the · EDCC is
feel the advertisement for Brook- residents and ·college officials
composed of Central students.
When the center was re-establi- lane guarantees them the use of concerning the rent. But his
shed in 1974 at Brooklane, the the building as they see fi~. decision doesn't end the problem
town-based group1thAde an agree- Beauchamp and Lewis both agreed that day care officials elaim 'is most "'
ment with college officials to pay that essentially resident~ 9f Brook· ·prevalent. They claim the -college ·
lane were promised somet~ing has not provided anything to help
$400 a month rent Olj the facility.
At that time they were receiving they did not get. Those residents the EDCC, or day care in general. ·
funds from the town and county to · usirig the day care feel that ·•te . That idea, in itselt, is another
paying
twice for this service, once. story.--continued next week.
help run the center.
.
. But then the money ran out and
prices rose. Now since over half
the members of EDCC are students, the EDCC wants and needs
to have rent eliminated.
Executive secretary of the
EDCC, Nancy Lewis, feels that
1
"since over half of our members
are student-parents who live in
Brooklane Village and pay rent for
the use of fac~!iti~s_, including the
·NYLON
day care center, ' the- college was
·wood, ceramic
glass beads
remiss in renting it out to a private
corporation."
metal rings
1oi ·Easf 4th '_
She goes on to add that "if the

PIONEER Hog:Jtlrs

.:.ALL MACRAME SUPPLIES
JUTE

-

~"·

Peggy Gillespie helps children at the Ellensburg Day Care Center make
-Valentine's Day cards. .
(photo by Bill _Davis)

Enrollment
at Central
increasing
• Enrollment
for winter quarter
at Central Washington State College is 7,116. This is an increase of
• 151 over fall quarter, according to
figures released by Registrar Lou
Bovos.
Much of the increase is attriiii buted to part-time students and
off-campus classes; however, the
total does not include students
enrolled in extension classes con~ ducted by 'the CWSC Office of
Continuing Education.
Winter quarter enrollment a
• year ago was 6,5~2.
Further analysis of the current
total reveals there are 3,598 men
and 3,518 women enrolled. The
freshman class leads with 1,583
students. Other enrollments by
class are Sophomore, 1,149; Jun-·
ior, 1,530; Senior, 1,428; and
graduate, 1,426.
Breaking the total enrollment
by credit, Bovos noted there are
1,372 students enrolled for six or
fewer credits, 230 students with
7-9 credits, and 5,514 considered
full-time students and enrolled for
ten or more credits.

&

BETIEll .l,IFE·
NATURAL FOODS

thee , HEADquarters
Shoppee .·
304 'N. Pearl
Pipes, screens, incense
bracelets, necklaces,
candles, & leather goods

Theultimateln Dates
Mediool Fancy Dates
Organically Grown For
The Ultimate In Flavor
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Scheffeia [Biassaia actino phylla] Common name: Umbrella Tree
_Scheffeias are superb long-li~ed_ house plants. You~~ _ seedling-s bear
leaveas only 2-3 inches wide with three to five tiny leaflets. As the plant
matures, the leaves change dramatically, eventually developing up to 16
leaflets, each i-1/2 inches wide up to 12 inches Ion&'· The plants, usually
two to three feet when sold, can reach six feet or more.
How to Grow. Scheffeias do best where they get four or more hours a
day of d)rect sunlight, or where artificial and natural light average 800
foot candles over 12 hours -a day. They will also grow fairly well in bright
indirect light such as that reflected from light walls. Night temperatures
of 65 degrees to 70 degrees and day temperatures of 75 to 85 degrees are
ideal. Keep the soil moderately dry between thourough waterings.
Newly purchased or potted plants should not be fed for six months;
established plants should be · fed at six month intervals. Repot
overcrowded plants at any season, using a mixture of one part loam, one
part peat moss and leaf mold, and part sharp sand. To keep plants small,
snip off the tips of the steins just above a leaf. Propagate by stem
cuttings or seed · anytime of the year.
Larry Williamson
-

-

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
(men & women)
.Opening , in sales, sales management,
personnel :·m anagement with a multimillion
dollar ·corporation; 1st year bonus; company
maiQr medical program and life insurance.
Cor:n_eany training. Send_resume to Mr. Ba~rett,
- l065! N . .East 4th, No. 303, Bellevue, 98004
'

-

-

Orchesis members demonstrate modern dance tecnniques that will be
show:° in th~ "Jazz Workshop" they are se_o':'soring today and tomorrow. (photo b~ Bill Davis)

Orchesis to sponsor .
dance demonstration
A lecture and demonstration of
modern dance aealing with jazz
music will be held today from 3 to
5 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. The
demonstration is -part of a "Jazz
Workshop" being held on campus
.F ebruary 13 and 14.
Orchesis, Central's modern
dance club, is sponsoring the
workshop for the promotion of
modern dance as a performing art.
The workshop, open to Central
students, will be conducted by
Cathy Evleshin and three assistants. They are modern dance
experts from Portland State University.
In addition to the lecture and

demonstration session, three classes are offered at a cost of $1 per
class. The lecture session is 1ree.
The first class will be held tonight
from 7 to 10 p.m. in the SUB
B,allroom. Tomorrow two more
classes will be held, one begins at
10 a.m., and the other at 1 p.m.
Both classes will be held at
Nicholson Pavilion-, room 203.
·Classes are limited to 40 students
and will be filled on a first come
basis.

Members of Orchesis are also
working on a program that they
will present this spring.

Rape Relief

aids victims

The Kittitas County Rape Relief "
organization is seeking volunteers
to contribute a few hours of time
Orchesis, sponsor of the work- - to promoting and advertising the .
newly formed service.
shop, is advised by L.ana Jo
Rape Relief was brought about
Sharpe. It -is a student club that ·
to aid victims .of rape and other
gives students the opportunity to
violent sex crimes. Education
be creative through modern dance.
about the occurrence of rape,
need for rape programs, myths
about rape, new legislation,
methods of prevention, including
psychological and - physical selfdefense, will be provided to
interested groups by members of
Rape Relief. Rape Relief is also
preparing a 24 hour service to
begin counseling victems of sex
crimes.
Susan Gfoalick, a volunteer for
Rape Relief, said that education is .
just a part of the services offered,
but an important part. She said,
"We are planning to give talks at
schools, particularly high schools,
and church groups, or just about
any place in the community that
would like to learn more about this '
subject."
The Rape Relief program is
going to be publicizied through
Crisis Line, the Ellensburg hospi~
tal, the prosecuting attorney's
office, and the ,local law enforcement agencies.
Anyone interested in donating
their time to Rape Relief should
-contact Jan Dahl, at 925-1465
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.

CUSTOM MADE

ONE of a KIND
Wedding ri.n_gs, handcrafted with
precious or semi-precious stones.
CWSC .discounts - on Diamonds.
Custom stone cutting.
Credit for gold, diamonds.

ART of Jewelry
309 N. Pearl
925-.9 560
11-5 'Mon-Sun

CENTRAL
RECREATION
OUTDOOR PROGRAM AND TRIPS AND TOURS
Tent&Tube
963-3537
By Sharon Mitchell
CWSC vs SPC-in Seattle Tuesday Feb. 18. bus tickets - $2.25 round
trip. Game tickets will be purchased at ,Seattle Pacific College. Bus will
leave at 5:00 p.m. and return after the game. Sign up in the Tent & Tube
by Feb. 14. Come help support the Wildcats.
Sonics vs Boston- Feb. 19. Transportation is $2.25, tickets $3~25. The
bus will leave at 5:30 p.m. and return after the game. Seats ~re limited so
sign up now.
Carlos Montoya Concert-Thursday Feb. 20 in the Seattle Opera House.
Come see the finest flamenco guitarist display his artistry in a solo
concert. Transportation is $2.25, tickets are $3.00. Si*n up by Feb. 13!
Totems vs Tulsa-Feb. 20. Transportation is $2.25, tickets are $4.00.
Sign up by Feb. 13!
First Annual Snowshoe Race-Feb. 22.. River Float- Feb. 23.
Olympia Brewery and State 'Capitol Tour- Leave M·a rch 1, return
March 2. Includes the play "The Matchmaker" in Seattle, plus a shopping
trip to the Tacoma Mall. For information see Jerry Findley in the Tent &
Tube between 2:00.and 5:00 p.m.
GAMES ROOM
Co-ed Pool Tournament-Thursday Feb. 27. Sign up in SUB 102
between 1:00 and 5:00 p.m .

................................
The chorus of fir.;men keep their constant vigil ·a gainst the two firebugs ·

CATALOG
Kappa Delta Phi
Kappa Delta Phi will hold a
special anniversary party for all
members on February 19 at 7 p.m.
There will be entertainment, refreshments, and initiation of new
members. All' Students who wish
to join KDP are also invited.
Kappa Delta Phi is an honorary
society in Education.
Summer-NDSL Loan Applications
Applications for summer quarter National Direct Student Loans
may be picked up from March 1 to
April 18 in the Office of Financial
Counseling and Financial Aid, ,
Barge 209. To qualify for a loan,
applicants must have been enrol- led spring quarter, 1975, at
Central. The deadline for submission of the aid applications to the
Office of Financial Aid is May 2.
1975-76 Financial Aid Applications
Financial aid applications and
Parent's and Student's Confidential Statements for the 1975-76
school year are now available in
the Office of Financial Counseling
and Financial Aid. Students applying for financial aid at Central
must turn in two forms: 1) _the
CWSC Financial Aid Application
· sent to the Office of Financial Aid,
Barge 209 by March 1; 2) the
Student Financial Statement o~
Parent's Confidential Statement
must be sent to ·PO Bo;x 1501,
Berkeley, CA by March 1.
Drama Department
The . Drama Department will
hold auditions for the play I
Remember Mama February 18 and
19 from 7 to 9 p.m. in Edis.on 301.
All those interested should attend.
ASC Blood Drawing
On ·February 26 the second
blood drawing of the year will be
held in the SUB Small Ballroom.

Secretary IV
$604-773 per month. Permanent
full time position, with job entry at
minimum salary in the Affirmative
Action Program. Closing date on
application February 14 at 5 p.m.
Please direct all inquiries to the
office of Staff Personnel.
Hermann Hesse
Lecture, Film Show, Music
Dr. Christian Schneider, Central' s Department of Foreign
Languages, will give a lecture on
"Hesse's Glassbead Game and Its
Relevance for Our Time" on
Thursday, February 13, at 8 p.m.
in the Grupe Conference Center.
After the lecture there will be
discussion, a Hesse film show and

in Max Frishch's "The Firebugs." The student directed play will be
shown today and tomorrow in the Threepenney Playhouse.

(photo by Bill Da~i~)-

a presentation of one of
Schneider's Hesse songs by Judy
Page from Seattle. No charge and
the public is invited.
Recreation Club Meeting
A new Recreation Club is being ·
formed. Come and get acquainted
with the new officers. Chairperson
Nancy Giberson; Vice-Chairperson
Marsha Mohrmann; Secretary
Joyce Elkins; Corresponding Secretary Beth Allison.
Women's
Developmental Association
The WbA will meet to organize
campus activities relating to feminist _concerns. The meetings will
be every F:·iday at 12 noon in the
Sue Lombard Annex (next -t-o
Commons Dining Hall).

CARIBBEAN

CRUISE

SPRING VACATION
·M arch 24 - 31 , 1975
VISIT:
COSTS:

-San Juan, St. Thomas, Martinique, St. Vincent,
La Guaira,. Caracus, Curacao

$559, $604, $591, $624, $684 depending on stateroom
selected - - Each person, two to a stateroom. Seattle to
Seattle.

INCLUDES:

.

ROund trip air from Seattle to San Juan; Cruise
ship, including meals; airport and seaport ·taxes,
transfers between airport and pier.

EXCLUDED :

Land tours, tips.

····························································.···························~~·························

J. Wesley Crum, 20 Skyline Dr., Ellensburg
Send Information and Reservation Form on
Caribbean Cruise.
name
address
tel:

to:

·I

Eurail Passes
Britra i I Passes

No Additional Cost
All Airlines ·ih~pr.esent•d
· :·4 34 North Sprag.u e 925.;.3167

·CRIER
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President's

This is carrying liberation

over the brink of madness

desk

The Women's Liberation movement has sure made week, the staff photographer was locked in the
the job of copy reader more_difficult. It used to be a darkroom and forced to listen to Helen Reddy's "I Am
copy reader was responsible for correcting mistakes in Women" for eight hours. He was last seen running
spelling, grammar, punctuation, and things like that. ·through the SUB yelling, "Gloria Steinem tor
Now, with two women editors looking over our President, because of her mind."
·
shoulders, we have to be paranoid sure that nothing
Don't get me wrong though, I'm for Women's
sexist gets into the paper. The editors even planted Liberation 100 per cent. I thought it was great when
We have -received a number of questions
one of their own at the copy desk to keep the rest of us Billie Jean King defeated Bobby Riggs. I. even
concerning what the eollege is doing to improve its computing
on our toes.
applauded the Supreme Court decision to allow girls to
resources and the impact this will have on our op.e rations. Last week in a women's basketball story someone play Little League baseball. To really solidify my
We have long considered alternate means of
changed man to man defense to person to person. It credentials I received 29 out of 29 points on an essay in
improving the college's data processing programs without incurring·
looked like a phone call to me so I called the operator communications 101 on why I was for Women's
an increase to our overall data processing budget. Early last
and asked her for an explanation but unfortunately she Liberation.
year the college received notice from the Washington State Data
Lately though, Women's Liberation has really been
hung up. Just wait until baseball when Smith
grounded out to the first baseperson becomes common causing me a lot of trouble. Yesterday I opened a door - Processing Authority (the state regulatory agency concerned
with data processing) that it should consider using one more
usage. Classified ads have caused a little problem. One for a women in the SUB and almost go~ in a fight. She
of the underutilized computers that presently exist
guy listed his address as 901 Broad St. but of course told me that she didn't need any skinny guy to open
within other state agencies as an alterpjltive to continued
we had to change that to Wide Street and no one could the door for her. I told her that anybody who eats my
rental ($15Q,000/year) of its on-campus -computing equipment.
find where he lived.
cooking is bound to be skinny. I even asked her if she
After receiving this directive, members of our administration
All sorts of new words are being used here at the would do my cooking for me but that really made her
performed a lengthy evaluation of the cost of keeping our
Crier. Some examples are: persondate, persondolin, mad. I guess L said the wrong thing. Anyway, from
personhandle, personhole, personicure, personifold, now on I'm not gQing to open any doors until I make present contingent of data processing equipment vs. divestment
of this equipment and the installation of remote computer
personual labor and the list goes on and on. Even 'sure there are no women around.
proper names have been corrected. The Isle of Man is
Opening doors used to be a problem on dates .but I _ terminals linked to other: state agencies possessing larger terminals
and generally less expensive capability. In August of
known as the Isle of Person. We are now in the process think I've solved that. I just say that the door on the
1974 we determined that the ' best hope for a short-term increase
of putting together a non-sexist dictionary. It will be . drivers side of my car is stuck so I have to get-in on the
in computing capability for both the academic and non-academic
sold in the SUB in about a month with all profits going passenger side. Then I open the door and crawl
sectors of the campus was to transfer the college's data
towards the purchase of a staff strait-jacket.
through, leaving the door open for her.
There aresome wlio feel that the editors are going
Oh! Oh! I think I see .that women coming and I'm processing workload to state agencies located in Olympia, Seattle,
and Pullman and to return the college's in-house
Keith Ulrich
too f~_! in indoctrinating the men on the staff. Last standing by a door.
computing equipment to the manufacturer by the fall of 1975.
The Washington State Legislature approved a $125,000
special appropriation to facilitate the transition of our
data processmg wor_kload from our on-campus computer to the
.computers located . elsewhere. ·
The college installed a computer terminal and lin1rnd. it via
highspeed telephone lines to the CDC 6400 computer
- located at the University of Washington. This terminal became
operational on November l, 1974. Since the start of the Winter
. Quarter, nearly 90 per cent of the college's academic computing
is perfor med at the University of Washington's
academic computer center.
On December l, 1974, a second remote communications
terminal was installed. This terminal was equipped to support
. the college's non-academic (primarily business)
data processing needs . . The non-academic computing terminal was _
linke~ over highspeed telephone lines to IBM System/360 computers
in the General Administration Service Center in
Olympia and the Washington State University Service
Center on the WSU campus in Pullman. The non-academic
computing terminal is presently being utilized by the
college's administrative data processing staff to convert the computer
systems presently operational on our in-house computing equipment
, to the computing equipment located at the Olympia and Pullman
I computer centers. We anticipat,e that all of the presently operational
I computer systems (such as payroll, student records, inventory, etc.)
'. will be converted to one ,or the other of these two computing
' facilities by the fall of 1975.
.
Conc~rrent with this changeover from on-campus to off-campus
computing, the college is initiating action to upgrade the level
· of support provided to the Accounting Office
.
and the many departments in the student services area. In
_ the case of the Business Office, the college plans to implement
a new budgeting and accounting system patterned closely after
the system utilized by The Evergreen State
College. This system will be operational by July 1975 at the
Washington State University Service Center.
In addition, the college is planning to replace its existing
student records system (including student
registration, add/drop processing, grade processing, etc.) with
a new system which will operate in a combination of on- and off-campus
modes. Specifically, the college is considering the acquisition of a very
small and limited capability computer to provide "on-line" access
to student files via television-like terminals located in
the Registrar's, Admissions, -Business, Financial Aids, and other
offices. This limited capability on-campus system will be augmented
by support provided by one or the other of the Service Centers
to which the college's non-academic computer
terminal is connected.
While I recognize that I have covered th~s very complex
topic in only a few words and have, by necessity,
passed ·over some of the more interesting
details of our program, I hope that this brief
treatment _will give you an idea of our plans for the future.

NEW SHIPMENT!
BUTION THROUGH JEANS •••
ALLCOTION

Alf-sizes

·Only

$10.00

.

Open Fri

·till 9,pm

Us_e your
bank cards

I

President James Brooks

,,._

Development Center
responds to requests
for cOnsultant help
by Jane Snyder

tional institutions, and service and
charity organizations. These organizations must increase their
efficiency, effectiveness, accountability, and credibility.
"We're suffering from the way
we've run our economy. We
haven't been working for people,
we've been working for the GNP.
The GNP, planned obsolence,
those are ,not humanistic goals .."
Pettit was concerned about the
mental health of employees."We've piped people down ·this
GNP system. ~he people don't feel
worthy. They don't like theiI: job
and it's cost us billions of dollars in
mental care, divorce, _ hypertension, alcoholism, and drug
addiction."
Pettit said that, when consultants begin work with· an institution, they "help decide where it's
· at as an institution, what it's
about, what it's goals are. After it
determines these goals they can
proceed, relating everything: re· sources, priorities, personnel, to
the question; does it relate to our
goals?"
- ,
When asked if people -ever resist
suggested change, Pettit replied,
"They will tend to embrace change
if they play a part in designing it.
"We want the worker to realize
that what he is doing is important,
. that he is an integral part of a
team and of the work flow.
Education is a vital part of this
process. ODC is concentrating on
the human side of enterprise-,"
Pettit said.

"It isn't a cult and it isn't a fad,"
Maurice Pettit, Director of the
Organizational Development Center, said in describing the Center's
function. "It's a hard, well-thought
~through, scientific, interdisciplinary approach to some very real
problems facing our society."
The center, founded in 1972,
"; offers a MA degree in organizational development. In addition to
Pettit, a Psychology and Education professor, the center has two
' ·other full time faculty members;
D. Richard Albertson, associate
director, and Harold Suffron. Both
. are Psychology lecturers; About
- eight students are enrolled in the
graduate program.
"The purpose of the center,"
Pettit said, "Is to respond to
· requests for consultant services.
The standard pay for . consultant
services along the West Coast
ranges from $200 to $1,000 a day.
· We're doing the same services for
$150 a day. We also provide
tailored management training ·for
, individuals. We prepare our- grad
students for jobs as consultants.
.We're attempting to pr'ovide a
model center for other schools.
This is an attempt to decentralize
college resources to work the
problems of society."
When asked what particular
· societal problem the Cep.ter is
working on, Pettit said, "Our
rationale for existence is· a lack of
confidence. The people do not
believe that organizations are
getting the job done. The level of
confidence is decreasing in all our
institutions."
Pettit described a college whose
board of trustees was sueing for
more control. "We don't believe in
democracy anymore. Trustees
seek more control and colleges are .
losing their right ·for selfdeter-mination.
"This is having an adverse effect
on our economy. Institutions lack
the ability to say what they are
about. This is true of city, state,
.. ~nd national governments, educa~-

~
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The best selling
paperbacks.
_ALL
the best selling
pap.erbacks.

- ESSAY
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S

CANADA S.LARGEST SERVICE
:-" 12,75•Serld now for latest cataJ01J· En-ctose_ $2.QQ to. c:_owr mtum PO'te

FEBRUARY BEST SELLERS

age. ' ESSAY SERVtCES

57' SRedina Av•-. Sutte #208
Toronto, Ontario, o.nec:ta ·

(41S)38MM8 .
Our re,_n:h .,Ila Is «>Id
_ --for
:anlr,.

,...,t:I,........

Campus representatives
requlr.ed.
Please write.

EUROPEAN CHARTERS
CPAii-(~

1975 SPRING }\ND SUMMER
Departing Vancouver, B·C·
$329 -- $360 -- $380 :- $4:-JO, per person

MULTI EUROPEAN DEPARTURES ...OFFERINGFroni 3 weeks to 3 months in J!.!urope. Ch.arter flights start in March
and continue through September. Destinations offered are:
. LONDON ... AMSTERDAM ... MILAN ... FRANKFORT ...VENICE.
ALL RESERVATIONS MUST BE IN SEATTLE OFFICE
65 DAYS PRIOR TO DEPARTURE.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

How To Be Your Own Best Friend
Plain Speaking ( Harry S. Truman)
Beulah Land
Sybil
Burr
Fear of Flying
The Wildest Heart
Postern of Fate
Once is Not Enough
The Onion Field
The Gulag Archipelago
Come Ninevah, Come Tyre
The Secret Life of Plants
The Salamander
The First Deadly Sin

Mildred .Newman _& Bernard Berkowitz
Merle Miller
Lonnie Coleman
Flora Schreiber
Gore Vidal
Erica Jong
Rose~ary Rogers
Agatha Christie
Jacqueline Susann
Joseph Wambaugh
Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn
Allen Drury
Pete~ Thompson
Morris_ West
Lawrence Sanders

Follow Wildcat Basketball on KXLE Radio.
Brought to you as a community service of the ..- .

· To: Dr. J.W._Crum, 20 Skyline Dr., Eln, WA. 98926
Ole. Ph. 963-1671 Home Ph. 962-2327
Send f1W Info. and Reservation Form io
Name ______________________~--~------------------Address~~--------------~--~----------------~~
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As you probably know by now, there isn't a heck of a lot to enjoy here in
Ellensburg in the way of live entertainment. What entertainment there is
probably comes from listening to tunes on the stereo. In fact, if it wasn't for the
college students, the locals woul~ be still grooving on the crystal radio. But
anyway, if you listen to the radio, or listen to a $1000 stereo rig, you still enjoy
musi'c, a variety of music that presently is obtainable from recorded music. But
to enjoy these captured sounds you must have some sort of equipment to
·reproduce these sounds. This means you must have, or select some sort of
reproduction device. To those folks who haven't selected their dream stereo I
dedicate this week's e£.forts. T9 those of you who already have a pencil and a
milk carton with a pin stuck in it, you can stop here, or stay on for the ride.
At once the prospective stereo buyer is immediately faced with various
factors concerning his or her decision regarding which is the best buy.
Economically, there are already enough problems in buying the system that
fits your particular physical level. Technically, there are just as many
problems concerning how much power is needed, the siie of the woofer, and
the signal to noise ratio. Both these factors add to the difficulty in buying the
.right stereo for you. I can't do anything about the amount of money you have
to spend, but I can lend advice concerning technical ·features that can be used
to guide you in making the right decision. In short, getting the most for ·your
money.
So with that in mind, let me provide you a glossary to stereo technology that
will hopefully make you a more informed stereo -purchaser.
DistortiC)n: A value, represented in a percentage that indicates how much of
the music signal has been distorted by the amplifier. The lower the value, the
·better the amplifier is. The average value should range from .1 per cent to 1.0
per cent. On this basis a amplifier should be rated as such: below .1 per cent
. very good, .1 per cent to .5 above average, .5 per cent to 1.0 per cent good,
anything above 1.0 per cent is rated fuzzy.
Frequency response: In simple terms, this means the ability of an amplifier
to reproduce the sound at the same level at any given frequency. The . less
deviation from a 'flat response' indicates a good unit.
Pick up: The st.e reo record pickup is probably on~ of the more determining
factors in the quality of the reproduction. In general, a magnetic pickup is
J>ref~l."red over a crystal un~t.
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Speaker; Along with the stereo pickup, the speaker is also a very important
component of the stereo system. The speaker will in the long run determine
the general quality of the system. The unit should be clear and even in all parts
of the audio frequency. In some cases a large speaker may not produce sounds
as well as a smaller unit. Size of the speaker doesn't indicate quality. ' When
buying a speaker, pay close attention to its placement in the area, because
sometimes the dealer may alter the arrangement to make it sound better than
it really is. When listening to various speakers, use the A-B comparision test,
judging two different speakers by switching back and forth.
Watt: The wattage of the stereo amplifier is most likely to be the most
contested area of purchase. It is not the rule that a system will sound better
with a large number of watts compared ·to a system with a relative low
wa~tage. There are two reasons for this: one, the wattage doesn't indicate how
loud a system will be; the efficiency of the speakers determines that; secondly,
a high power amp may arrive at its high wattage through the sacrifice of low
distortion and overall quality. So don't be mis led by power claims of high
wattage. Look at the distortio,n levels and freque~cy response also. This is not
to say a high power amp is bad, because in most cases high power rigs are very
fine units, but not really intended for normal listening use.
Another area of wattage deals with the expression of units of watt. The most
preferred expres~ion for this is watts r.m.s., not l.H.F. or "peak power".
R.M.S. indicates the true ability to supply power to the speakers on a steady
state level. The other measures of wattage indicate the temporary ability of an
amp to supply high levels of power for a very short period of time. These
figur_es are sometimes used to cover up other short comings in the unit.
The above values and terms may be useful in decidh1g which system is
better than the next, but the real determining factor is how it sounds to you. It
may have 500 watts with 3 foot high speakers and sound like a $4.95 transistor
radio, or it may only have 20 watts, and a 8·inch loudspeaker and sound like the
real thing. Don't let high power and big speakers go to your head when buying
a stereo system because it's what you can't see beneath the cabinet that counts
the most. Because music is not for the eye of the beholder, it's for the ear of the .
true audiophile.

.

Today:
Baha'i Club 12:00 107 SUB
Cultural Awareness 3 p.m. 107
SUB
Campus Crusade for. Christ 7 p.m.
117 & 118 Fine Arts
Karate Club 7 p.m. Hebeler Gym
Iiltertribal Club 7 p.m. 210 SUB
School of the Bible 7 p.m. 214 SUB
U.C.C.M. 7 p.m. 207 SUB
Lecture on Hesse 8 p.m. Grupe
Friday:
Campus Crusade for Christ Senior
Panic Courson
Parking and Traffic Committee
107 SUB 10:30 a.m.
Annual Winter Artie Survival 4
p.m. SUB
Saturday:
Campus Crusade for Christ Senior
Panic Munson
Special Civil Service Exam 8' a.m.
207 Black
Annual Winter Artie Survival 8:30
SUB and Muzzal

· W.F.S~E.1

p.m. Hertz Auditorium
Sunday:
Annual Winter Artie Survival 8
a.m. SUB and Muzzall
Campus Crusdae for Christ Senior
Panic Munson
Chi Alpha 9:30 a.m. Grupe
Continuing Education Danve Class
i p.m. Hebeler Auditorium
SIMS 6 p.m . .Grupe
Monday:
NO SCHOOL
Tuesday:
President's Council 2 p.m. 10a
SUB
Games Room Staff 4 p.m. 104 SUB
Christian Science Organization
5:45 p.m. 214 SUB
Karate Club 7 p.m. Hebeler Gym
Wednesday:
· Goofy's Band 12 p.m. SUB Pit
Ranch Band 1 p.m. SUB Ballroom
School of Professional Studies 1: 15
p.m. 103 SUB
_Rodeo Club 3 p.m. 210 SUB

Baha'i 3 p.m. 107 SUB
Entertainment Committee 4 p.m.
104 SUB .
Speed Reading sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ 5 p.m. 204-5
SUB
Residence Council 7 p.m. 204-5 ~
SUB
S.C.E.C. 7 p.m. 107 Black
Kappa Delta Pi 7 p.m. Grupe
Chess Club 7 p.m. 206 SUB
Folk Dance Club 7 p.m. 108 SUB
Hobby Show 7 p.m. Sub Ballroom
Entertainment: ,
Feb. 13 & 14 Student Play "The
Firebugs" Threepenny Playhouse
8:30 p.m.
Goofy's Band 12 p.m. SUB Pit Wed.
1
Ranch's Band 1 p.m. SUB Ballroom
Wed.
Sports:
Friday-Women's Varsity Swim
_PLU and_WW~9 1 p.m. Pav.
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Queue
Outst,a nding cast heads up.
Frisch's 'The Firebugs'
Rob McElfresch is good as Biedermann. If only he could rem~mber to inhale
his pipe smoke! Perhaps he is too smug, and not uneasy enough. His desire to ·
. avoid unpleasantness does not seem to be based on the belief that
unpleasantness exists: M;cElfresch is good in the dinner scene, but his failure to
realize fully his part diminishes the poignancy of the last scene, mwhich Kron
and Overton are excellent.
Also excellent in a smaller role is David Westbay' as the professor who
"disassociates.. himself. Perhaps Westbay makes too much. of the mannerisms
he developed fo!' the part. but his confrontation with· Willi in the gasoline filled
attic is perhaps the most touching in the play.
·
. The chorus did not seem to in any way contribute to the play. Frisch might, I
-think, have better omitted the chorus. However, Diana Thomas as the leader
of the firewomen chorus is both good and strong in her role. Her dialogue with
Biedermann is well done by both players. The chorus, Debbie Shockley,
Clarein Hoff, and Barb Blair, will be resplendent in uniforms on loan from the
Ellensburg. Fire Department.
Geary Spence is fine as the policeman who informs Biedermann of
,
Kneckling's suicide.
At the Threepenny Playhouse, the curtain time is at 8:30, but previous
student productions have had to turn people away from "t he crampetf
Threepenny, so it may be necessary to get seats early. There' is no admission
charge.

Max Frisch's The Fire Bugs, which open:ed yesterday and plays today and
tomorrow, attempts to jar bourgeois complacency and sometimes succeeds.
If the play is not, on the whole, satisfying, the cast and director are not
perhaps as culpal_>le as the play itself, whose impact is lessened by dreary
dialogue and its dependence on an audience sympathetic enough to make
excuses.
_
Competently directed by student Otis Naff and Assistant Director Amy
Evans, the production is marked by its fine casting. Especially suited for their
parts as the firebugs are Rick Overton as Sepp Schmitz and Ken Kron as Willi
Eisenring. . _
.
Overton, the first firebug, uses his "deprived" childhood to play upon the
quilt of the Biedermanns. The morning after he has gained his foothold in their
household he half frightens, half shames Biedermann's wife, Babette, into ·
letting him stay and Barbara Pope as Babette is beautiful in her part. Anna,
the resentful maid, is not so easy to blackmail. Madeline Cartright as Anna is
not wholly consistent in her role. She does well in the goose dinner scene,
though.
_
Good as the out of work wrestler who slurps his soup, Overton is especially
good draped in damask napery as the ghost of Knechling, the formulator of a
spurious hair tonic, _laid off by Biedermann.
Perhaps the most striking performance was given by Rick Kron as
Eisenring. His wonderful ingratiating former head waiter made him steal the
show for me.
,

Jane Snyder

Queue

around town

"An Evening of Solid Gold",
featuring hits that so~d over a
million records, is the ABC television Network "Wide World:In·
Concert" presented, Friday, Feb.
14 (11:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. ESR).
Jay and the Americans, Frankie
Valli and the Four Seasons, The
Four Tops and Martha Reeves
are the stars of the concert taped
at Madison Square Garden before
an audience of 23,000.
Frankie Valli and the Four
Seaons open the show with
"Working My Way Back to You",
"Can't Take My Eyes Off You",
"Dawn" and "DQn't Think Twice".
They later sing a 'medley of their
hits including 3 'Sherry", "Walk
Like a Man", "Big Girls Dont Cry"
and "Bye Bye Baby". They close
the show with "I've Got You
Under My Skin", "Will You Love
Me TQmorrow?", "Rag Doll" and
"Let's Hand On".
The ' Four Tops sing some of
their favorites, including "Reach
Out", "Keeper of the Castle",
"Baby I Need Your Loving" and
"Can't Help Myself'.

Jay and the Americans perform
"Only in America", "Caramia
Mine", "Walking in the Rain",
"Com:e a Little Bit Closer" and
"Some Enchanted Evening".
Martha Reeves sings "Now:he:e

to Run" and "Jimmy Mack".
Kip Walton directed the Sam
Riddle produced show. "An Evening of Solid Gold" is a Ken Roberts
presentation.

\Ta\entine's
Da~

"STUDIES IN THE BIBLE"

CWSP P.O. Box 585
Ellensburg, WA
Thousanas of Topics
$2. 75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 1.60-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 daysi.

RESEARCH'ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE' BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 471-8474 or 477-5493
Our research .material is sold for
research assistance only.
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ONE HUNDRED YEAIS AGO
In Washington Territory

@

By Ray Smith

-Rec. 321 Presents its

,A nnual Festival of Exhibitions
large SUB ·Ballroom

lfeb. 19(Wed. )- · · · · 7 PM-10 PM
Feb. 20 · · · · · 10 AM - 10 PM
feb. 2 1 · · · · · 10 AM - 1 PM
.

This is the .first of a series of vignettes
of Washington State . pioneer l~fe,
written by Ray Smith of Ellensburg. a
professor of humanities at Central
1
Washington State College. Dr. Smith s
hobby is reading old state newspapers;
either in the original or from micro.filmed records from the Washington
State or University of Washington
libraries. His series is designed to get
the reader in the mood for the 1976
Bicentennial celebration.

Ray Smith

.

I

· Man·y, any and all are_urged to participate
derr1onstratiohs appreciated. Prizes and such for many
·ientries. ·'Awards. · For more informa!io_~ call: .9 63-3551

COLUMN NO. 1 - One Hamdred Years Ago •..

One hundred years ago, or
thereabouts, in VVashington
Territory,
people
were
concerned about education in
ways that their presentday
descendants
could
understand:
Some districts had serious
financial
probleni.S.
Vancouver, for example,
closed its public school in
March, 1874, for want of
funds, and did not -operl ~it
again until the autumn. Some
districts had qj.f~culty fin~.ing
teacht!rs. Thete ts a beaut~ful
advertisement in the Pu~et
Sound Expres$ (St~ilacoom) Of
March 19, 1874 which reads:
1

·q

G .EDPffBNJ
1 piece rock·n·roll fnk

WED.

$2 steak dinners
&oe pitchers 8:30·10=30
.;)~· $1 after 1~:30 · .
I

d.EBWARB

HARVEY
·Folk music Mon.-Wed.
·&.·9 PM

liter of wine $2.25,
with fruit &cheese,
$3.25; plenty.for 2

A SCHOOL TEACHER IS
WANTED. In School District
No. 5 of Pierce County. Term
commences about the first day
of April.
For further particulars inquire of
HENRY KANDLE,
Muck, Pierce County.

A week later, the same
paper carried · the follo~ing
description of Muck and
· Pierce County. I insert it here ·
only because I find it terribly
hard to believe that some
one could have had the
perspicacity to
name
a
VVestern VV ashington area,
Muck .
The tourbt can find no locality
on this northwestern coast more
worthy a visit than Pierce County
-so famous for its picturesque
beauty of scenery, its healthgiving climate, its wonderful
resources, its hospitable people,
beautiful women, fair children
and stubborn old fogies-and
among its districts that of Muck
stands very prominent.

Some districts had textbook problems, some had
concerns about the teachers'
wages, and it should be noted
that one hundred years ago it
was possible to read of serious
criticism of discrimination
against female teachers ·in the
matter of wages. One editor in
Eastern VV ashington even went
so far as to suggest that only
·second-class men went into
/ teaching while "omen ·~of the
very highest order of ability"
· were involved in,teaching.
The Seattle sdtoolboard, in
1874, found it necessary to
pass an order disapproving of
teachers appearing at the
dancing or skating rink during
school term. But, · of all the
districts, the most unfortunate ·
were those which had not as
yet managed to construct a
school and thereby provide for
the intellectual development of
the local children. Kalama was
such a town in 1872, and the
following item from the
Kalama Semi-Weekly Beacon
is perhaps a fitting note on
which to close:
Our . burg will soon contain
five whisky-mills, brewery, and
jail, but no school house! We
have two churches operating,
either of which is more than
capable of seating all the
· church-going
population
in
town, and two other sects intimate an intention to also erect
structures for the "cure of
souls." On the principle that
prevention is bet:ter than cure,
would it not be advisable for our
community to remember the
schoolmaster as an adjunct of
morality and civilization, and
give him at least an even show
with the jail?

Career opportunities
in Upward Bound
Beginning in June, Central's
Educational Opportunities Program will be sponsoring the third
summer session of the Upward
Bound Program. Upward Bound is
a federally funded program which
runs for seven weeks in the
summer with follow-up of its
st~dents throughout the academic
school . year. The program is
designed to help Clevelop academic
skills in underachiever students
from low income families of
Yakima and Kittitas Counties.

We are now in the process of
recruiting candidates for positions
in Upward Bound this summer.
Needed are: tutor-counselors, a
mathematics and a communication
skills instructor and a recreation
coordinator.
·
Central Washington State is an
Equal Opportunity Employer and
operates under an Affirmative
Action Policy. The College asnd Upward Bound Programs strongly
encourage all qualified applicants,
especially women and ethnic
minorities, to apply.
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Campus long range planning
Central President Jam es Brooks
calls for orderly construction and
says the college will have less
landscaping, including boilerplant
money in the 1975-76 biennium,
expansion of $2.9 million.
despite the fact that enrollment is
The Nicholson addition would
growing. Brooks' statement was
house the health education and
directed to a House Approprialeisure studies (recreation) protions Committee hearing, which
grams and would provide a
was called to discuss Central's
gymnastics and dance area, eight
budget for the coming year.
handball courts, locker rooms,
The college operating budget
offices, and classroom areas. _
request for the two-year period is
The present pavilion would be
$42,493,664, including $33,548,571
modified to enlarge the wrestling
from the state general fund.
room by removing two handball
Governor Dan Evans has recommended $35.4 million, an increase
of over $2.3 million from the
present budget. His recommendation includes $25.2 million from the
state general fund.
,
Chairman of the committee,
A.N. "Bud" Shinpoch, D-Renton,
expressed a keen interest in a 3.6
per cent salary increase granted to
faculty members by the college,
while most other institutions
avoided an increase.
College officials said funds to
continue the increase have been
included in their budget request.
They said they hoped the money
would not be offset by any salary·
increase funds granted for the
1975-77 biennium.
Shinpoch claimed it appeared
· the money for the pay hike came ·
from deferring maintenance on
campus buildings.
College officials said, however,
that money for the increase came
from reductions they imposed on
various portions of their budget.
Among projects listed in the
budget is money to build a physical
education addition to Nicholson
Pavilion, ·remodeling of Bouillon
Library, remodeling McConnell
Auditorium, deµiolition of Edison
Hall, remodeling of Barge Hall,
construction of a botany greenhouse, as well as purchase from
Auxiliary Services of the old
college bookstore for use as a mail
and duplicating center, and
Kennedy Hall for the Educational
Opportunities Program and art
department studios.
Brooks told members of the
committee the enrollment decline
at Central has been halted. He said
that the current winter quarter
enrollment is up from fall quarter,
which showed an increase over fall
quarter of 1973.
Both Brooks and Vice::President
Harrington warned the legislators
that reduction in certain Central
budgets-as proposed by the Governor-could endanger college programs and efficiency.
The Nicholson Pavilion addition,
presently planned for construction
in the parking area in front of the
structure (although some college
officials say it likely will be built in
another location) would cost
$2,284,180. Bouillon Library remodeling is estimated at $1.5
million, McConneH remodeling at
$1.89 million, Edison demolition
$92,879,
Barge remodeling
$56,000, botany greenhouse
$204,000. Also included is movable
library equipment for the new
library nearing completion,
$373,757, and $32,000 for fieldhouse backboards for the Nicholson facility and $85,900 for construction of new tennis courts.

courts and a weight tra~ning area
would be enlarged.
Bouillon Library would be used
to house administrative offices,
the audiovisual department, the
communications and mass media
departments. The print library is
slated to be moved to its new facility near D Street sometime
this year.
Administration offices of the
president, deans of undergraduate .
studies, graduate shcool, vice
president for academic affairs,
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executive assistant to the presi- cost of $70,000, would be too
dent, assistant attorney general
expensive to remodel and state
_are being considered for the
electrical and fire marshall reports
location.
attest to the feasibility of such
McConnel auditorium's remodel- work in the budget. Such cost
ing inclµdes an addition (to - the estimates are at $1.35 million.
east) of a 300-seat, multiform
Barge Hall would accommodate
arena-theatre. The drama depart- the administrative offices from
ment would ·also utilize all the
Edison if the · latter is torn down
present space in the McConnell: and Barge, the original campus
_building, first and second floors
structure, would also serve the
behind ~he stage area (for support · campus as it does not with a
and teaching areas).
theatre for student-produced
Edison Hall, built in 1908 for a drama, and an artifacts gallerymuseum.

*Roger's
*Brown ·& Haley
Jr'

Examples:
Reg.
. Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.

99~

$2.39
$3._QO
$5.50
$10.75

79~

$1.90
$2.40
$4.40
$8.60
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Fun in.the snow! Wilson Hall residents enjoy tubin' in the white stuff at
their sledding party held at Joe Watt Canyon last Saturday.

(photo by Fred Morris)
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Dribblers in
Oregon-Split

TOP 'CAT PERFORMER: Central's Jane Moser placing third. Moser went on to turn in the Wildcats
scored eight points for her effort on the balance beam best all-around effort with 26.55 points.
,
(photo by Bill Davis}

Gymnasts third at home
Central's women's gymnastics
team placed third last Saturday in
a home meet against the University of Washington, Seattle Pacific
College, and Washington State.
The University of · Washington

WSU bops
Central )
women
by Vicki Simpson

Central's women's basketball·
team brought their win-loss record
to 3-5 after losing to Washington
State University, 63-40, Monday.
Against the .Cougars, Central
was down at half time 26-17 and
was not able to come back in the
second half to catch· up.
"We played a poor game offensively;" replied Pat Lacey, head
coach. "But we were playing very
well defensively."
The team was not hustling, but
slow moving, forcing shots and
making turnovers to only shoot 23
per cent in the game.
Cheryl Mercier led the 'Cats
scoring with 14 points, while Kim
Grant had 12, and Colleen Hall and
Terri Short each scored four.
The, Cougars were led by
Melanie Jennings with 17 points,
Jane Nichols with 14, and Jennifer
Grey who popped in 11.
"The shots were not going for
anybody," said Lacey. "We also
made fouls on shots where WSU
was able to make ·it a three point
. play."
The.team will be playing against
the University of Montana in
Pullman tomorrow at 6 p.m. and at
home against Western Washing~
ton State College on Saturday at
5:30.

won the meet with 103.70 points · 9.25 points.
and Seattle Pacific placed second
"Our team was rather nervous
with 100.35 points. Central totaled competing against the UW and
71.35 points.
Sl'C," said Deloris Johns, head
Jane Moser placed fifth in the coach. "It especially showed in the
all-around with 26.55 points, while floor exercise where they h~d
Debbie Halle of Seattle Pacific trouble with .their routines, but
won the title with a total of 36.65 came back for the rest of the
points.
meet."
Moser placed third in the
"I was particularly pleased with
balance beam with 8.0 points, Sue Sullivan who improved her
while Laurel Anderson of SPC all-around score from 21.38 in the
.won the event with a total of 9.20 first meet to a 25.60."
points.
The te.am will be competing
The uneven bars were won by against Seattle University in
Halle with 9.70 points, Anderson Seattle on Saturday.
won the vaulting with 9.35 points
"If we hit all our routines and
and Vicki Severns of the UW won vault well, I feel that we can do
the floor exercise with a total of quite well against SU," said Johns.

Men-Women unite

Central's basketball team went
from hot to cold last weekend in
Oregon, splitting a pair of lopsided
conference encounters with
Southern Oregon College and
Oregon Tech. The 'Cats rolled over
SOC 91-68 on Friday, then absorbed their only EvCo loss of the
season, 76-59 to the Owls on
Saturday.
In Friday's match-up the 'Cats
popped out to a 29-16 margin early
in the half behind the shooting
spark of Steve Page.
· Central, ~ith only four first-half
turnovers, increased its lead to
51-32 at. the half. The 'Cats
continued their fine team ball in
the final 20 minutes of play and .
coasted to a 23-point victory.
The 'Cats' balanced scoring
attack was led by Charles Wilson
and Ned Delmore, both with 15.
Page and Dave McDow tossed in
ten a piece, and Steve Johansen
and Les Wyatt collected 11 and ten
rebounds to lead Central in that
department.
The following night Central
travelled to Klamath Falls only to
see their 12 game win streak
de-railed by a quick Oregon Tech
·
club.
The loss blemished Central's
EvCo mark to 8-1 and left the 'Cats
with a 17-3 overall record while
the Owls, drawing within a game
_ and one - half of Central, upped
their second place conference
record to 6-2 and season mark to
19-2.
The Owls, taking advantage of
seven 'Cat turnovers in their first
16 trips down court, breezed out to
leads of 11-6 and 21-8.
With almost eight minutes left

l.C. team

champions

The Central Indian Club basketball team won three straight
.and Thursdays.
by Jim Christenson
games to capture the Joe Goudy
"We used to work around each Memorial Basketball Tournament ,
other," he continued, "but it's just trophy last we~kend at Yakima
:Central's '75 men's and women'!:
easier and simpler to work to- Valley College.
track program has added a new
gether."
Central defeated the Indian
concept to varsity . sports on
The teams held their first Chibs from the University of
campus. Since winter turnouts
winter time trials last week and Washington, University of Monstarted on January 8th, approxalready coach Arlt is excited about tana, and Eastern to gain the title.
imately 56 men and 25 women
his men's squad. Arlt pointed out
Head coach Dave Blodgett anhave combined training in the
that Dave Hegland cleared 6'6" in- nounced that Ray Lorton .was
fieldhouse from 3:45 p.m. to 5:30
the high jump which is better than voted the tournament's Most
p.m. four ·days a week.
.
last season's conference winning Valuable Player and was selected
The joint effort according to the
mark.
to the all-star team along with
men's new head coach, Spike Arlt,
Also according to Arlt, Willie teammate Rich Wells.
was set up to improve the track
Lampe is "approaching championprograms, and so far it seems to be
ship form" in the triple jump and
working well.
Dick Nunez and Mike Daniels are
Study in
"One of the main reasons we've
looking strong in the shot vut.
done this i~ to have four coaches .
Guadalajara,
Mexico
The men's team appears to look .
out there," Arlt said. This allows
strong throughoqt the weight and
The GUADALAJARA SUMMER
Arlt and the other coaches: Jan
jumping events and is bolstered
SCHOOL, a fully accredited UNlBoyungs, women's head coach;
V~RSITY OF ARIZONA program,
with a quality hurdling crew. "I
w1 II offer June 30 to August 9,
Steve Gough, '7 4 cross country
think were going to be a repreanthropology, art, e_ducation, folkcoach; and Ray Spore to instruct
sentative team this spring," Arlt
lore, geography, history, governmore athletes.
ment, language and I iterature.
concluded.
_and fees, $190; board and
. Arlt added, "We're combining
Arlt will be taking a' limited • Tuition
room with Mexican family $245.
equipment in practice and by
number of the men's squad over to
Write to GUADALAJARA SUMMER
setting up and taking down the
SC~OOi:-, 413 N£!W Psychology,
Seattle this Sunday to compete in
University of Arizona, Tucson
equipment only once enables us to ·the University of Washington
Arizona 85721.
'
conduct time trials on Wednesday
Indoor Meet.
-

in the half and Oregon Tech
leading 29-16, the Owls executed a
four-corner stall to their advantage and went into the half with a
39-22 bulge.
·
Central continued its . erratic
ballhandling in the second half of
play and went six minutes into the
half before scoring.
During · those six minutes the
'Cats committed four turnovers,
missed folir shots and two free
throws while the Owls were
scoring 12 points arid putting the
contest out of reach.
,
Johansen led Central in pofots
with 12 imd was followed by 'the il
of Byron Angel. Oregon Tech was
boosted by the 20 points of Herb
McEachin and the 19 of Jeri
Marshall.
Central sets up its home defense
this Saturday against cross-state
rivals Western YI._ ashington State
College with game time set for
}:30 p.m.

'Cats bump·
Vandals

Grapplers off to EvCo Tourney
by Clint Anderson

suffering physically the past two
weeks and it showed in their
the Evergreen weekend. losses tO the University
be in jeopardy of Washington and Seattle Pacific_.
Klamath Falls,
Falls is the site
EvCo wrestling

A dynasty in
Conference could
this weekend in
Oregon. Klamath
for this season's
championships.
C~ntral, sitting atop the EvCo
wrestling world ever since its
beginning ten years ago, will be
the underdog in their effort to
defend their title: Southern
Oregon has enjoyed a wealth of success this season and matches
up favorably against common
opponents. The most outstanding
comparison involves Simon
!Fraser. The Wildcats lost ·an·
!early season matchup with toe
Clansmen in Canada and the
j Raiders recently handled Simon
IFraser 36-5. "It looks like it could
tough this year," noted head
coach Eric Beardsley. "A lot of
other teams really want to knock
us off, especially Southern Oregon.
:~hey'~.e come close so many
times.
The Central team has been

l
1

!be

Dan Older

Of ihe four remahiing national pounder, will be going for his
place winners and the two who fourth consecutive EvCo crown.
Beardsley feels have an excellent The only other wrestler at Central
shot this year; only one was in the ever to accomplish this feat was
line-up over the weekend. On the
,sick list this past week were Willie
Guy with the Du, Dan Older, Ou,
Stew Hayes with an infection,
Greg Gowens has knee problems,
and Bob Pierce has sore ribs.
"We're not going to beat many
teams without those five in the
line-up," said Beardsley. ''That's
half our team, and an important
half." All but Gowens have been
w~ldng out this week.
. ··But Bearsdley feels that the
· incentive will be there for his
wrestlers to bounce back and
defend their title. "We have a
·great tradition here in the conference. In some ways we have
more incentive than Southern
Oregon. We use the tournament
for qualifying for nationals while
· they use a district meet held the
next week.',_
·If the Wildcats can bat back to
100 per cent, they'll bring a strong
Bob Pierce
line-up to Oregon. Gowens, 142

...and We've done
something about it!
A young woman who enrolls in Air Force ROTC
is eligible to compete for an Air Force scholarship
that includes free tuition, lab and incidental fees,
and reimbursement for textbooks for her last 2
years of college. In addition, a tax-free monthly
.allowance of $100. is paid to both scholarship and
non-scholarship cadets alike.
When she gets her degree, the career as an Air Force
officer awaits her, matching her abilities to a job
with rewarding challenges. _With benefits like 30
days' paid vacation, good pay. foreign travel, and a
great place to build a future.
_
Interested? Contact Air Force ROTC.
at CWSC by calling 963-2314.
And remember. in the Air Force. you'll be looked
l!P to as well as at.

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
IN AIR FORCE ROTC

Craig Skeesick in 1969-72. Central
has two other men defending titles
with Older at 158 and Rocky Isley
at 190. Pierce was the runner-up in
the tourney last year and has a
good .chance of getting a number
one seed as do Guy and Hayes,
who . each finished third last
season.' Lee Reichart will be going
at 134 pounds for the 'Cats and Jim
Carter will represent Central at
177. At heavyweight the Wildcats
hav Tom Kirkbride, who has never
competed in the conference meet,
before, but should get a good seed.
He pinned all · the conference'
opponents he's met this ·year. The
only open weight is at 150. Tom
Harrison, John ~ederson and Jack
Zeiger will face off for that
remaining spot.
Beardsley is hoping he will have
all his men back and healthy. "We
could -use another week to get
ready, but we'll be there. None of
these quys want to be on the first
Central team not_ to win the
Evergreen Conference."

Wildcat
Johansen
selected
Steve Johansen a 6'9" starting
junior center fro~ Port Angeles,
was selected the CollegeMaster's
Wildcat of the Week for his
two-day effort last weekend
against Southern Oregon College
and Oregon Tech.
Johansen, a junior college transfer from .Tacoma Community College played an instrumental part
in helping his '73-'7 4 Titans
capture the State CC title.
At Central, Johansen has added
to the 'Cats front-line attack with
defense and offense. Against SOC
he pulled down 11 rebounds and
scored nine points in Central's
91-68 win, and in the losing end to
Oregon Tech the following night
Johansen led the 'Cats in scoring
and rebounding with 12 points and
seven boards.

VALENTINE'S

DAY

SPECIAL

Be go n·ias - 3 50
Kalanchoe 3 50
Cyclamen
l 95
Also
'I Love You' Planters

Williams

Greenhouse
925-3417& Gifts End of 15th Ave
West City Limits

Willie Guv

Willie Guy and his Central wrestling teammates are on their way to
Klamath Falls, Oregon today in preparation for this weekend's
Evergreen Conference Tournament.
And if everyone performs to script, in a couple more weeks the team ·
will , be heading for Sioux City, Iowa to begin defense of
their NAIA National Championship.
Guy.• Central's 118 pound representative,
doesn't boast the Wildcat's most
fearsome reputation, but no one will argue
that he doesn't have the potential to wrestle
his way all the way to a national
championship.
Last year as a freshman, Willie, who
suffered from a knee injury most of.the
year, was a last minute replacement
for Central at 134 pounds at the
EvCo Tournament. Despite
wrestling two weights above his clas~
he placed third and went on to .participate,
but not place, in the Nationals at
Willie Guy
River Falls, Wisconsin.
This year, according to Guy, will be different. "Last year, ,,
because of my knee, I wasn't in good shape
at the Nationals," he said. "If I were in a lot better
shape, I possibly could have taken it." This year he's in good
·shape, mentally and physically, and he plans on winning it all.
He's been on the top before, and that's where he likes it.
Ever since Willie began wrestling in seventh. grade at Sunnyside
Junior High, he's been a winner. "I was pretty small
then, and I thought it would be too hard," he said. "But the coach
encouraged me and I've been diggin' it ever since." Weighing
in at a healthy 75 pounds that first year, he went 8-2.
The following two years he was undefeated at 84
and 103 pounds respectively.
As a sophomore at Sunnyside High, Guy placed fourth
in the State AA Tournament at 108
pounds. The next two years he took the state championship
racking up 25-1 and 26-0 records.
Guy's wrestling prowess took him further than the state
tournament during high school. The summer between his junior
and senior years he won a spot on Washington's
Cultural Exchange team that toured southern Japan. Willie enjoyed
success abroad too, going undefeated in eigi!t m~tcl!e~~ Upon gradua~ion from high school Guy was recruited by
·
the area community colleges, Central,
anrl the University of Washington. "I came here because Central had the
best program. I plan on going into physical education and I
figured Coach (Eric) Beardsleycould helpme since he's so well known."
Now that Willie's here, the national championship is his goal, and he's
beginning to feel it. "As the Nationals get closer, I work
harder. I know I have to win to get to the tournament.
The season is all part of ·the Nationals, too. I'm constantly
reaching toward that goal."
Wrestling fans here at Central are helping Guy reach for
his goal. He's become a favorite
of the crowd. Besides his winning fashion, Willie has a unique
appeal on and off the mat. On the mat
he has an exciting style and moves with wonderful ease.
0.ff the ~at o!1 the sidelines he's just, .w~ll, Willie Guy. Following
his openmg stmt, he watches the remammg matches intently,
chin in hand, headgear still in place. Rarely does Willie
part with his headgear. He even does his roadwork with it
on. "It has gotten to be a habit,"
he says. "I really don't enjoy taking it off and this way
I guess I won't lose it."
Whatever it is that turns wrestling fans on
to Willie Guy, he likes it. "I feel the people in the stands
like most of the guys do and it makes you feel better."
Fans or no fans, Willie didn't feel too well last weekend and missed
the team's trip to Seattle. Central had to forfeit the 118
pound class against the _UW and Seattle Pacific. "I had a
touch of the ft~ so I d~cided to stay home and just
sit back and think about things. I've been in a little slump
and my mind's just not right. I had to think about what
I'm going to do and what moves I'm going to set up.
Usually missing matches hurts you, but this time I think it helped."
Going into the Conference and National tournaments, Willie
has confidence in himself and the team.
"It's really a great program here. Coach Beardsley tries to
help you in every way he can. And there's a real team
unity. Everybody knows what they're trying to accomplish."
If healthy, the Wildcats should gain their
tenth straight EvCo title, but in Iowa and the Nationals
it will take the kind of confidence Guy thrives on and the
team unity he speaks of to make jt two in a row.
by Clini Anderson

OLSON UP-FOR AIR: Central swimmer Laurie Olson in action against the University of Idaho in theIndividual Medley.
(photo by Bill Davis)

Records fa 11 in s~i m loss
Central's women's swim team
lost a dual-meet to the University
of Idaho, 72-58 last Saturday. "The
University of Idaho is a tough
team," said head coach Mark
Morrill. "We did quite well against
them losing by only 14 points."
The 'Cats victories came from
double winner Andrea Carton in
the one meter dive and three
meter 'dive, establishing new
.school and pool records, with 204
and 219.90 points, respectively.
The 200 meter relay team of
Nancy Henry, Christy Thompson,
Su Kingsleyand Nancy Joerz took
their event with a time of 1.58, also

2:08, Bow in the 100 yard freestyle with a time of l:Oo'.5, Baer in the
a ne:w school (and pool) record.
100 yard individual medley with a
"I felt we did an excellent job," ' 1:10.4 time, Bow in the 100 yard
said Morrill. "Out of the 15 events butterfly with a time of 1:07.8,
that were swam, we had 10 new Henry in the 200 yard freestyle
school records."
with a 2:24.0 time, Bow in the 50
The other school records were yard backstroke with a time of
s~t by the 200 medley relay team 33.1, and Baer in the 500 yard
of Thompson, Nancy Baer, Ardis breaststroke with a 37.7 time.
Bo_w, ~d ~~~:r with a time of

Everything you

always wanted
in a beer and less.

New Lite Beer from Miller.
U-oz. average analysis:
Cdlories ...... , ......... 96
Carbohydrates.... 2.8 grams
Protein ......... 0.9 grams*
Fat ............. 0.0grams*
*Same as our regular beer

L-----------_J

•1974 Tho Miller Browing Co., Mihroukff. Wi9:

CASCADE BEVERAGE CO.
I

RECYCLING HOURS
THURS 8:00-4:00
506 N · Pine Street

703 Wenas
925-3432

-

TWO BEAUTIFUL WAYS TO STRETCH A BUCK!

·. mr
-ADVE\T

GRADO

·•1••
SONY

o

1'A~MAN

o HARMAN KARDON twin-power 930

KARDON twin-power 630

receiver
0

Smaller ADVENT speakers

o

SONY PS 1100 turntable }Yith
Grado F3E p_lus CD4 cartridge

,o Total retail $628;

O

receiver
Larger ADVENT speakers

o DUAL.1225 automatic turntable with base,
cover and Grado E3E plus CD4 delux
elliptical cartridge.

o Total retail $904:

STEREOCRAFT PRICE $499

STEREOCRAFT

408 N. Pea-rl ,

prices are consistently
below -those on either coast.

_S. 3_P6- Grand

CHECK US OUT!-

Pullman

Ell~nsburg

STEREOCRAFT PRICE $699

